
 Official Team Fishheads Rules  (rev. 9/6/22) 

 1.  Hangings & Fish Sticker Etiquette 
 a.  You must take a fish sticker and place it on your shirt if you’re hung in a single frame (5 bowlers); if less 

 than 5 team members, the rules will be determined by the team members bowling.  You have three 
 chances to be hung in the tenth frame. 

 b.  You must take the fish sticker by the next frame bowled by you. If a sticker is not taken and you bowl 
 your next frame you are subject to 1 sticker penalty per frame.  This will end at the end of the night  . 
 Printed proof must be obtained for all extended hangings. 

 c.  You may ask a fellow Fishhead if you missed a fish. In Fishhead honor you must tell them how many they 
 missed. 

 d.  If you’re hung in the 7  th  frame you have to buy a team pizza. Max one per night per person. 
 e.  (Sumo Rule) If you get hung in the 1st frame, you get to buy a round of Beef Sticks...Highly encouraged 

 that the Team chants “Sumo” when a hanging is on the line. 

 f.  All fish stickers must be removed from your shirt before leaving for the evening, and dispersed 
 throughout the center. If not removed, you are subjected to a cumulative sticker penalty determined by 
 the number of fish stickers handed out to the team that night. 

 g.  Your stickers cannot be placed on another team member. If this happens your fish total for that night will 
 be doubled. 

 h.  You may place your fish stickers on other bar patrons, if successful and not noticed by the patron that the 
 fish sticker will be removed from your fish count. If immediately caught, your fish count will be doubled. 
 Subject to approval by team members. Your minimum sticker count for the evening after deductions 
 cannot be less than  one  if you get hung. 

 i.  (Reynolds Rule)- You cannot touch the Fish Stickers until you’ve been officially hung. Penalty is double 
 the fish on your shirt. If you have no fish on your shirt it's a two fish penalty. 

 j.  You must give an update of your stickers before you leave for the evening! 
 k.  “Immunity Idol” - There are two immunities possible, one for High Scratch Series 760 and above, and one 

 for High Scratch Game of 289 or higher. You are immune to all fish stickers until somebody else matches 
 or beats that game or series. This will end at the end of the season, and we will re-start at the beginning 
 of the next season. 

 2.  Team Uniform Code 
 a.  Not wearing your team shirt, a shirt without any sort of fish or fishing theme on it to the league. Penalty 

 of a round of cocktails for the team. Subject to approval by team members.  Subs are excluded from the 
 rule. 

 3.  Beer Frames 
 a.  If you have a 4 or less in the beer frame and we lose, you must buy for the whole team. Including a 

 round for our team. 

 4.  EFA Champions 
 a.  An EFA champion will be determined by the highest Earned Fish Average. 

 This person will be crowned “EFA Champion” on the last night of bowling will be presented a Handcrafted 
 Trophy, and has the honor to buy a round of drinks and pizza that night. 

 b.  The “Golden Stringer” will be presented to the person with the most cumulative fish for the year. This is a 
 traveling trophy and the annual winner will need to add something to the stringer. ie. “Fish Flair” 


